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Academic Background:
Ph.D., Rice University, 2000, Electrical and Computer Engineering.
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STATEMENT

It has been my pleasure to be part of the SIGARCH community for nearly two decades, and I am privileged to have served as SIGARCH Secretary-Treasurer the past four years. SIGARCH fund balances continue to be strong, and we have a vibrant community with several high-impact programs and conferences. Also, in the past four years, we have been able to streamline our membership dues and have a smooth transition from Supercomputing to SIGHPC.

It is my honor to stand again for the position of ACM SIGARCH Secretary-Treasurer to build on this work. In particular, I think we have a huge opportunity to grow our membership, particularly our student membership, as well as think about new programs that are of benefit to our community. And, with some of the interesting opportunities in computer architecture ahead of us, it will also be particularly important for SIGARCH to have broader outreach, particularly across disciplines; this will also be another important area I would like to focus on, with the rest of the members of the new SIGARCH team.